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• Launch of the new premium hearing system Savia Art 

• Comprehensive collection of near-invisible hearing systems (microStyle generation) 

• Unitron completes its product portfolio with the launch of the Element series - a 
comprehensive product family in three price categories 

• microPower product line extension with a new high-end model microPower IX 

• Introduction of advanced power technology (Power and More) 

• Launch of hearing care solutions for children (Junior) 

• Verve Steinway Edition – the launch of the first co-branding model in the hearing 
industry: Steinway & Sons, maker of the world’s finest pianos, joins forces with Verve, 
the world’s most sophisticated hearing system 

• Start of the Hear the World initiative, a program to put hearing-related issues on the 
public agenda. Phonak partners with world-famous and highly respected artists, 
including Plácido Domingo and the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra 

 
The Phonak Group worldwide has worked very hard to make yet another step in our quest 
to be the most creative, exciting and innovative company in the hearing industry. Besides 
very important product innovations like Savia Art or Element from Unitron, we are 
pioneering an interesting collaboration with Steinway & Sons, a unique and global 
premium brand. 
 
Phonak has also started a groundbreaking initiative to raise awareness about hearing 
problems and hearing systems, which should ultimately help to tap the huge potential of 
our industry. We are very proud to be associated in this endeavor with world-famous 
artists who will help us to promote the message of Hear the World. 

 

 The Phonak Revolution Continues 

 
 Phonak Introduces Savia Art, a New High-End Hearing System at the  

 International Congress of Hearing Aid Acousticians in Frankfurt / Germany 
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Savia Art – A masterpiece of hearing performance 

When Savia was launched two years ago it quickly became the world’s best-selling high-
end hearing system. To this day it remains the benchmark for our industry, with many 
features still unmatched by any rival product. Only the makers of Savia could come up with 
a new design to reach the next level of performance and convenience: Savia Art.  

Built on the industry’s most powerful and versatile chipset, Savia Art features an extensive 
series of innovations making it the new leader in advanced hearing technology. SoundRelax 
(removes the annoyance factor from impulse noises like the clattering of cutlery on plates 
or the abrupt slamming of a door), Self Learning (learns the personal loudness preferences 
through end-user interaction) and NoWhistle Technology (situation-dependent anti-
feedback without impacting sound quality) in combination with improved and refined 
platform algorithms produce a unique and authentic sound experience. The new fitting 
tool AudiogramDirect enables the hearing care professional to measure the client’s hearing 

loss with their Savia Art instrument, providing accurate results without the need of 
additional equipment. The Fitting Wizard introduces new levels of user friendliness in the 
fitting process. 
 
Savia Art is also the most comprehensive product family available. Besides all ITE sizes it 
features three different behind the ear formats (micro BTE, standard BTE and power BTE). 
The micro BTE portfolio has been extended to cover all imaginable Sound Delivery Systems: 
microSavia Art CRT (Canal Receiver Technology) offers the acoustic advantages of an 

external receiver, microSavia Art with slim tube offers the best trade-off between 
cosmetic appeal and reliability. This palette has been specially created to offer solutions 
for a very wide spectrum of needs and preferences, including degree and configuration of 
hearing loss and cosmetic tastes. The hearing care professional is now able to combine the 
performance of the best hearing system available with the form factor and Sound Delivery 
System which best meets the client’s requirements. 
 
Unitron Element series completes PALIO rollout 

After having introduced Indigo earlier this spring, Unitron hearing completed its product 
portfolio by introducing new PALIO-based hearing systems in the entry to mid-level 
product range. The Element series consists of three feature-rich models, Element 16, 

Element 8, and Element 4, with varying degrees of automatic performance and comfort 
features like AntiShock. All Element hearing systems offer speech enhancement technology 
which identifies the presence of speech in the listening situation and increases gain in any 
of the channels where speech is the dominant signal to improve clarity and ease of 
listening. Element 16 even features level-dependent speech enhancement, meaning 
greater gain increases are applied to softer speech inputs than to louder speech inputs. All 
Unitron hearing systems are available in a full range of shell styles from power BTE to CIC 
including ultra-small open-fitting Moda versions. 
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Power and Pediatric initiatives 
Over the last decades Phonak has built up an excellent reputation for designing very small 
power hearing systems as well as being committed to providing high-tech solutions for 
hearing-impaired children. Both core competencies complement each other perfectly and 
Phonak is intensifying its activities in both fields by introducing a wide range of product 
innovations as well as a comprehensive portfolio of pediatric tools in order to make 
pediatric solutions more accessible.  
 
With the launch of microPower IX Phonak extends the microPower family into the 
premium segment. Since the Phonak CRT technology, which integrates the external 
receiver into the canal, and the instrument’s fine tubing blend perfectly with the skin, 
Phonak's microPower instruments bring a level of discretion that was previously out of 
reach for the power user group. It is the smallest and most powerful micro BTE and meets 
even the highest expectations of active wearers. 
Thanks to the new BassBoost feature which adds amplification to both gain and output in 
the low frequency range, all Phonak BTE 411 and custom 33P products within the Savia 
Art, Eleva and eXtra product lines offer increased audibility and comfort. This added low-
frequency amplification is especially important for users with severe to profound hearing 
loss. All of the Phonak power solutions have super-compact designs, providing an excellent 
size-to-power ratio. 
 
The driving force behind the Phonak Junior pediatric package is the ongoing commitment 
to accessibility. This means offering infants and children the absolute best technological 
advantages, regardless of budget, and bringing hearing care professionals user-friendly 
tools that enable them to provide satisfying, personalized hearing solutions. “Great 
solutions for little ears” is the new claim – and also the promise. The new Phonak power 

portfolio integrates Junior line instruments specifically geared to the needs of infants and 
children with significant hearing loss. There is a choice of prescription formulae, and child-
friendly design features include pediatric-size tone hooks for a perfect fit behind small 
ears, battery locks, selective activation and an extensive choice of colors. Young users of 
the Phonak power instruments can also benefit from the compatible FM systems with the 
smallest receivers, dedicated to developing their communication and learning skills. 
 
The Verve Steinway Edition 
Phonak and Steinway & Sons launch a special edition of the world’s most exclusive hearing 
system: the Verve Steinway Edition. It features state-of-the-art technology, elegant, 
unobtrusive design and the highest standard of services. The collaboration of the two high-
end brands is based on shared values and the common goal to deliver beautiful 
instruments that produce unparalleled sound quality. It will help to reduce the stigma of 
hearing systems and to change the public perception of hearing systems. The dedication to 
deliver premium products and outstanding services will make the Verve Steinway Edition 
the hearing system of choice for the most demanding customers. 
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Hear the World – a Phonak initiative aimed at raising awareness about the importance 

of hearing 
The consequences of hearing loss can be severe and greatly affect the quality of life. The 
goal of the Hear the World initiative is to educate the public about the importance of 
good hearing, what can be done to prevent hearing loss, the social and emotional 
implications of hearing loss, and the available solutions for those with hearing impairment. 
With Hear the World, Phonak wants to put hearing on the agenda and start a social 
dialogue. Music is the ideal medium to spread the message and renowned musical artists 
are the perfect ambassadors for this important and emotional topic. Plácido Domingo and 
the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra share Phonak’s commitment to making people around 
the world aware of how they can protect and support the vital sense of hearing. 
 
 
About Phonak – At the pulse of innovation 
Headquartered near Zurich, Switzerland, the Phonak Group specializes in the design, 
development, production and worldwide distribution of technologically advanced hearing 
systems. Our expertise in hearing technology and close cooperation with hearing care 
professionals allow us to make substantial improvements in the lives of the hearing-
impaired and those close to them. 
 
Through our multiple brands, the Phonak Group offers a complete range of digital hearing 
instruments, along with high-tech specialty products and complementary wireless 
communication systems. With our 3,700 employees worldwide, the Phonak Group has 
become one of the technological leaders in the industry. 
For more information please visit www.phonak.com 
 
 
This Media Release can be downloaded from: 
www.phonak.com/company/investors/financial/corporate.htm 
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